PRE-CONGRESS COURSES

WEDNESDAY APRIL 3, 2019

AMWC THREADS ACADEMY

ADVANCED COURSE IN GENITAL REJUVENATION & COSMETIC GYNECOLOGY

MONACO ADVANCED FACIAL AESTHETIC MASTERCLASS

7 CME CREDITS
Threads provide new perspectives, new treatments of aging in the medico-surgical spectrum. Some are acting on sagging tissues of the face creating a 3D comprehensive modification. Others more superficial are acting as skin support.

Many questions on threads are still opened and need answer on safety, efficacy and longevity.

AMWC THREADS ACADEMY training has been designed to meet the educational need of medical professionals involved in the care of patients with threads, and doctors wanting to add thread treatments to their clinic portfolio.

Aiming for higher standards of care and better results for the patients, this educational program will discuss:

• In depth instruction in the anatomy and pathophysiology of the face
• Scientific evidence
• Facial dynamics
• Rheology of threads
• Specific thread techniques
• Technical issues of placing threads, the entry and exit points, directional vectors…
• Live demonstrations: How to use absorbable and permanent threads
• Efficacy and long-term safety on threads for facial rejuvenation

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the completion of this course, attendees should be able to:

• Understand the concept of cosmetic threading
• Successfully integrate the thread therapy into their practice
• Know how to properly evaluate patients, diagnose and treatment plan to achieve the best outcomes
• Demonstrate an improved understanding of how to avoid, manage, and treat possible adverse reactions and complications
• Differentiate the various approaches to thread techniques to determine that best suited to the patient
• Assess controversial topics in thread treatments in order to make more informed decisions

If you’re considering offering thread lift treatments to patients, the AMWC THREADS ACADEMY training is not to be missed!
AMWC THREADS ACADEMY

ROOM VAN DONGEN

9:00 - SCIENCE & EVIDENCE

- From surgery to threads: Aging process concept - Thierry BESINS
  - What is the reputation of the threads and why? How to improve it?
  - Combining surgery & threads

- Rheology of threads: A new standard for scientific evaluation
  - Hema SUNDARAM
  - Resistance | Strengths | Weaknesses

- Histology - Denis SALOMON, Alexander TURKEVYCH
  - Interface parenchyma/medical devices
  - Comparison between PDO, PLLA, permanent, barbs, cones...
  - Histology and comparison of the fibrosis varieties between diverse threads
  - Positive or negative influence of inflammation

- Anatomy dedicated to threads techniques - Henry DELMAR
  - How to choose the right technique of implantation?
  - Fundamentals to always respect
  - Focus on the face vascularity and innervation to avoid bleeding complications and nerve injury
  - Face fat compartment and restoration to its original form
  - Choose the right technique of implantation

- Indication of threads in facial palsy - Ibrahim ASHARY

- Type of threads: Review and Debate
  - PDO threads - Alexander TURKEVYCH, Jae Yoon JUNG
  - PLLA & Polyglyconate threads - Jae Yoon JUNG, George SULAMANIDZE
  - Permanent threads - Constantin STAN, Jacques-André DAVID
  - Cone vs barbed threads - Ibrahim ASHARY, Paraskevas KONTOES
  - Absorbable and permanent threads - George SULAMANIDZE, Constantin STAN

- Q/A

11:30 - CLINICAL STUDIES

- Presentation of clinical studies
  - Ibrahim ASHARY, Jean-Paul FOUMENTEZE, Henry DELMAR, Thomas RAPPL
  - Jae Yoon JUNG, Paraskevas KONTOES, Constantin STAN
  - Detailed presentation of the techniques
  - Duration of effect
  - Indication considering the ethnicity and aging process
  - Complications and their management

14:00 - LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS (Level - Beginner & Advanced)

- UPPER FACE
  - Brow lifting and eye wrinkle correction - Dorina DONICI
  - Pyramidal technique of cat-eyes - Ibrahim ASHARY
  - Tear trough augmentation - Gong-Chan RAH

- MIDFACE
  - Mid face (Cheeks, Marionette lines) - George SULAMANIDZE
  - Mid face elevation - Jean-Paul FOUMENTEZE, Constantin STAN

- LOWER FACE
  - Lower face treatment with permanent threads:
    - Oval of the face and neck - Jacques-André DAVID
    - Pyramidal technique of the face and neck - Ibrahim ASHARY
    - PDO threads - Mechanical shaping and support of the jaw line - Lukasz PREIBISZ, Eyal KRAMER

Coffee break at 16:00
ADVANCED COURSE
IN GENITAL REJUVENATION
& COSMETIC GYNECOLOGY

Recent breakthrough in the aesthetic field and responding to the intimate needs of men and women, cosmetic gynecology and cosmetic andrology transform appearance of intimate zones to look younger and more natural. Different cosmetic procedures are used to reconstruct existing defects or inadequate conditions perceived by some patients. These procedures help them to regain self-confidence and can potentially improve intimate relationship and emotional life.

Despite an insufficient documentation on safety and effectiveness and undetermined standard of practice of genital cosmetic rejuvenation, a rising number of women and men are seeking for these kinds of care and procedures.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Training and educational sessions, live demonstrations and workshops will be run by a world class faculty of opinion leaders.

The course will provide an intensive training on invasive and non-invasive procedures in aesthetic gynecology, andrology and genital rejuvenation.

With a heavy focus on LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS and VIDEO TUTORIALS of various genital aesthetic treatments, this course will emphasize practical content that can improve your technique and skills with immediate results.

Moreover, participants will be able to watch again the live demonstrations videos on-line, after the course.

Upon completion of this module, the participants will be able to:

• Understand the idea of different treatments and their applications
• Review treatment protocols
• Perform a competent patient assessment
• Identify potential complications, prevention and management strategies
• Determine genital rejuvenation techniques, technology application, indications and contraindications
ADVANCED COURSE IN GENITAL REJUVENATION & COSMETIC GYNECOLOGY

ROOM GENEVOIX

9:00 ANATOMY AND SURGERY
10:30 IN GENITAL TREATMENTS

- Anatomy of the genital area with video dissection
  Philippe GARCIA
- Modern cosmetic surgery for women: Labia minora and labia majora correction, mons venus
  Laurent BENADIBA
- Clitoral Complex, the crucial part you need to deal when performing Cosmetic Vaginal Surgery - Alexander BADER
- Aesthetic lipofilling in female genital area - Barbara HERSANT
- Penoplasty - Barbara HERSANT

11:00 NEW TECHNOLOGY
13:00 IN GENITAL TREATMENTS

- Hyaluronic acid in genital area for women: Dryness and cosmetic indications - Laurent BENADIBA
- Study CellularMatrix PRP-HA Lichen Sclerosis
  Agnieszka NALEWCZYSKA
- Nanofat for gynecologic rejuvenation - Sophie MENKES
- Botulinum toxin for genital indications - Zuramis ESTRADA BLANCO
- Laser and FDA for genital treatments - Alexander BADER
- Stem cells treatment in females and male genital disorders
  Ernesto DELGADO CIDRANES
- Hybrid laser technology for vaginal treatment - Daryl MOSSBOURGH
- Nutrition and sexual anti-aging - Jean-Paul MENINGAUD

14:00 LIVE DEMONSTRATION
16:00 IN GENITAL TREATMENTS

- HA injection in labia majora augmentation - Laurent BENADIBA
- HA injection in vulvovaginal rejuvenation for dryness - Alain LEVY
- Laser for genital treatments - Alexander BADER
- Time-tested efficacy and safety of the erbium laser: experience in aesthetic gynecology - Zulfiia EFENDIEVA
- Bipolar Radiofrequency in pelvic floor disorders: From aesthetic to function
  Zuramis ESTRADA BLANCO - Ernesto DELGADO CIDRANES

16:30 LIVE DEMONSTRATION
18:00 IN GENITAL TREATMENTS

- RadioFrequency for genital treatments - Amar AMRANE
- Labia majora deflation, treated with the use of hyaluronic acid in young women - Adrian GASPAR
- New hybrid laser - Tatiana BYKOVSAYA
- Carboxytherapy and LED in vulvovaginal rejuvenation
  Isabel HERMENEGILDO
- Sexual anti-aging for men and women - Claude DALLE
In depth knowledge of Clinical Facial Anatomy combined with Advanced Injection Techniques ensure SAFE and optimal results in aesthetic medicine.

The Monaco Advanced Facial Aesthetic Masterclass is aimed at high level discerning doctors in aesthetic medicine. Two modules of the Top Ten clinically relevant anatomic zones will be the focus of each yearly masterclass.

Periorbital region will be the focus of the morning program and Chin & Jawline will be covered in the afternoon.

Clinically relevant anatomy is mastered and demonstrated by top plastic surgeons who actually operate and see the live anatomy of facial tissues on a weekly basis. An equally eminent faculty of specialists have been selected to inject these focus zones and share the most relevant pearls and pitfalls aiming to safeguard and grow your aesthetic practice.

Carefully selected models with challenging features within the focus zones are selected with emphasis on cultural, ethnic and gender variations.

The lecture topics will be put into practice in the live show where paired injectors will have ample time to discuss surface anatomy, choice of filler and toxin, mode of injection, precautions and after care.
MONACO ADVANCED FACIAL AESTHETIC MASTERCLASS

FACULTY

Chytra ANAND
Dermatologist, India

Shino BAY AGUILERA
Dermatologist, USA
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Facial Plastic Surgeon, Italy
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Dermatologist, Russia
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Ophthalmic & Facial Plastic Surgeon, USA

Colin MORRISON
Plastic & Reconstructive Surgeon, Ireland

Afshin MOSAHEBI
Plastic & Reconstructive Surgeon, UK

Anna-Marie OLSEN
Dermatologist, UK

Ali PIRAYESH
Plastic & Reconstructive Surgeon, Netherlands

Hervé RASPALDO
Facial Plastic Surgeon, Switzerland

Daria VOROPAI
Aesthetic Practitioner, UK

AUDITORIUM CAMILLE BLANC

9:00 HOT TOPICS IN PERIORBITAL REJUVENATION

10:30

- Anatomy of Orbicularis oculi muscle, ORL & tear trough
  Ali PIRAYESH

- Toxin in the peri orbital region: The natural, elegant touch
  Anna-Marie OLSSEN

- Rheology of fillers suitable for periorbital region
  Ali PIRAYESH

- Prevention & treatment of (periorbital) filler complications
  Colin MORRISON

- Combination of toxins & fillers for the aesthetic orbit
  John MARTIN

11:00 LIVE SHOW

13:00 Moderators: Ali PIRAYESH, Afshin MOSAHEBI

- Patient 1: Toxin in orbicularis oculi & tear trough superficial approach
  Dario BERTOSSI

- Patient 2: Tear trough deep approach (filler correction with cannula)
  John MARTIN

- Patient 3: Raising the lateral brow with filler & toxin
  Fernando FELICE

- Patient 4: Tear trough: Indirect approach
  Hervé RASPALDO

14:00 HOT TOPICS IN CHIN & JAWLINE REGION

15:30

- Advanced chin & jawline anatomy with emphasis on SAFE layers
  Dario BERTOSSI

- Toxins Do’s & Don’ts: Mentalis, DAO and masseter
  Daria VOROPAI

- Chin & marionette line rejuvenation:
  Combination therapies of fillers and EBD
  Chytra ANAND

- The masculine jawline & chin: What filler & Where
  Ekaterina GUTOP

16:00 LIVE SHOW

18:00 Moderators: Dario BERTOSSI, Afshin MOSAHEBI

- Patient 1: Male masculine jawline enhancement
  Shino BAY AGUILERA

- Patient 2: Chin & marionette area rejuvenation: Violin technique
  Ali PIRAYESH

- Patient 3: Elegant smooth feminine chin & jawline
  Kate GOLDIE

- Patient 4: Asian masseter treatment and chin enhancement
  Chytra ANAND